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1. Overview 
1. Interactive Intelligence hosted its annual Interactions conference in Indianapolis. Interactions 

combines consultants, partners, customers, and (financial and industry) analysts.  

2. PureCloud is Interactive’s strategic next-generation product. It was designed for the cloud, and 

leverages modern web technologies including infrastructure from Amazon Web Services (AWS).  

3. Interactive intends to transform itself into an “Exponential Organization” (ExO) as described 

within the book by that title by Salim Ismail. An ExO has an impact or output ten times larger 

than its peers through use of new techniques and accelerating technologies. Ismail discovered 

that ExOs as a group share eleven attributes of which at least four are found in every ExO.  

Ismail presented a general session keynote at Interactions 2016.  

4. Interactive is rare in the industry in that its chief visionary is a founder. Related: TalkingPointz 

Interview with Don Brown.  

2. Revised Messaging 
1. The company’s primary messaging was all about PureCloud Engage. PureCloud Collaborate was 

launched in March 2015. The PureCloud portfolio has grown into the company’s primary focus, 

albeit a relatively small part of current revenue. 

2. Interactive stated that as of March 31, 2016 the company had 142 PureCloud customers, up 

from 24 in a year. About 25 percent of PureCloud was driven by partners.  

3. Interactive Intelligence is rated as a Leader in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Contact Center 

Infrastructure and Cloud Contact Center reports. However, these ratings are predominately 

based on CIC and CaaS (hosted CIC), not PureCloud.  

4. When PureCloud was launched it had three components: Collaborate (workstream messaging), 

Communicate (UCaaS + workstream messaging), and Engage (contact center + messaging). 

PureCloud was to be an enterprise-wide solution. While the vision remains unchanged 

practically, PureCloud is predominately oriented toward the contact center. There was very 

little communicated about the broader enterprise-wide play, or UC, CIC, and CaaS. 

5. Vision and messaging was actually a little befuddled and contradictory. The marketing function 

had a tumultuous year with significant turnover, and the CMO position has been unfilled for 

several months.  

6. Interactive intends to continue updating and improving CIC. It still represents the majority of its 

business. Interactive is focusing its R&D on PureCloud as CIC is already more mature. CIC as a 

service or CaaS has a less certain future, and its smaller customers will be encouraged to 

transition to PureCloud. The company understands there are still functional gaps in PureCloud - 

thus the research and development priority.  

7. PureCloud was initially launched with an “edge server” located outside of AWS to support real-

time communications. Interactive now also supports the Edge Server role within AWS – 

PureCloud becomes pure cloud. This is a significant change and differentiator, as most cloud 

alternatives use managed data centers.  
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8. Interactive released in Q1 PureCloud Voice which bundles carrier services. Interactive is 

obtaining wholesale carrier services and reselling access. This carrier service is also based 

within the AWS cloud. The primary benefits to customers are single billing and lowest cost 

routing. The connections use delivered to the agent OTT with the Opus codec.  

9. In March 2016 Amazon named Interactive an Advanced Technology Partner within the AWS 

Partner Network (APN).  

3. Opinion 
1. The transition from product to service (cloud) is difficult, particularly for a public company. 

Interactive’s financials have been under pressure since the launch of PureCloud. Cloud 

conversions mean expensive build-out and delayed revenues.  

2. The UC industry was slow to embrace cloud and has primarily done so with virtualization and 

managed data centers. The old rule was that cloud infrastructure was not appropriate for real-

time services -this was also once true for virtualization in general. Conceptually this gives 

Interactive a competitive advantage over its capital intensive competition. 

3. Today PureCloud is an application, but its API architecture could enable it to become a contact 

center platform. The PureCloud client is built on PureCloud’s public APIs which are independent 

of media stream/call control. Interactive indicates a platform play as a possibility in the future, 

but currently does not offer API-only services (PureCloud services are charged per user via a 

client license).  

4. Interactive’s priority is clearly PureCloud Engage. The company initially launched PureCloud 

with a broader enterprise-wide vision featuring PureCloud Communicate (UCaaS + Messaging) 

and PureCloud Collaborate (Messaging), but those solutions seem largely ignored as the 

company focuses its resources on the contact center. This is disappointing and surprising as 

Collaborate is a reasonably complete solution in a highly competitive, emerging sector. Slack, 

Hipchat, and many other workstream messaging solutions do not offer integrated telephony. 

PureCloud Communicate (workstream messaging + UCaaS) has broad applicability. 

5. Interactive’s CIC is taking a back-seat to PureCloud Engage, but the company continues to 

improve the software. There is still a functionality gap favoring CIC, and of course not all 

customers will want to migrate to the cloud. It makes no sense for Interactive to forgo on-

premises systems altogether. There will always be customers that want a premises-based 

solution. 

6. Interactive does not offer managed network services with its PureCloud Offer. A logical addition 

for PureCloud would be an integrated SDN-WAN service, an emerging technology that 

improves the manageability and QoS of OTT connections. OTT is gaining acceptance with voice 

services, but less so in the contact center.  

7. PureCloud is Interactive’s next generation solution and offers many advantages over CIC – 

though not necessarily with video. CIC is positioned well for video contact centers or “Mayday” 

deployments with adaptive video and broad support across browsers and mobile devices. 

PureCloud’s P2P approach likely offers financial benefits, but at the cost of features, 

performance, scalability, and interoperability.  

8. Cloud-delivered contact centers are so accessible that the overall cloud contact center market 

is expanding, and bringing strong competitive pressures from UCaaS providers. 


